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Box No. II Observations where certain claims were found unsearchable (Continuation of item 2 of first sheet)

This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2Xa) for the following reasons:

1. I Claims Nos.:
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely:

2. I I Claims Nos.:
because Ihey relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such an
extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically:

3. I I Claims Nos.:
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6.4(a).

Box No. Ill Observations where unity of invention is lacking (Continuation of item 3 of first sheet)

This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows:

See extra sheet

1. I I As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers all searchable
claims.

2. I I As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees.

3. I I As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos.:

4. \ ζ\ No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant. Consequently, this international search report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims; it is covered by claims Nos.:

1. 3

Remark on Protest | | The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and, where applicable, the
payment of a protest fee.

I I The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation.

I I No protest accompanied the payment of additional search fees.
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Continuation of Box III.

This application contains the following inventions or groups of inventions which are not so linked as to form a single general inventive
concept under PCT Rule 13.1 . In order for all Inventions to be examined, the appropriate additional examination fees must be paid.

Group I, claims 1, 3, drawn to a nanorobot device in which nanofilaments are provided as communication antennae or for
communication.
Group II, claim 2 , drawn to a nanorobot device with NEMS sensors structured in arrays.
Group III, claim 4 , drawn to a system for constructing nanorobot devices Including stamping nanorobot devices onto a frame.
Group IV, claims 5, 6 , drawn to a system for a nanoballoon or nanosail apparatus including a nano-scale inflatable balloon or sail
structure.
Group V, claim 7, drawn to a system for collective nanorobotics with a plurality of interconnected system layers including layers for
evolutionary computation and artificial neural networks.
Group Vl, claims 8 , 21, 22, drawn to a system for managing a nanorobotic sensor network wherein all nanorobots are configured to track
each other and share sensor data.
Group VII, claim 9 , drawn to a nanorobotic network including a plurality of intelligent mobile software agents comprising software means
using hybrid genetic algorithms to co-evolve with the nanorobot environment.
Group Vl II, claims 10, 1 1 , drawn to a system for using collective nanorobots to identify and apply a chemical to mutated genes.
Group IX, claim 12, drawn to a system for managing collective nanorobots to target MBD proteins.
Group X , claim 13, drawn to a system for managing collective nanorobots to scavenge free radicals and ROIs in targeted cells, deliver
cerium and nanceria particles to cells, and limit the aging of cells.
Group Xl, claims 14, 15, drawn to a system for managing collective nanorobots wherein the nanorobots map cellular differentiation and
compare the results of a specific mapping sequence with general human anatomy and physiology.
Group XII, claim 16, drawn to a system for managing collective nanorobots wherein the nanorobots self-organize to emulate a human
pancreas.
Group XIII, claims 17-20, drawn to a system for managing collective nanorobots in which network behavior is coordinated using traveling
salesman optimization algorithms.
Group XIV, claim 23, drawn to a system for managing collective nanorobots wherein collective nanobiodynotics is used to promote
concealment and a system of intelligent ubiquitous munitions is deployed by engaging the nanorobots.
Group XV, claims 24-27, drawn to systems for aggregating or organizing nanorobots wherein the nanorobots re-aggregate or re¬
organize their structure based on environmental information.
Group XVI, claims 28-34, drawn to a system for organizing a photovoltaic cell using multiple layers.
Group XVII, claims 35-38, drawn to a system for managing collective nanorobots in a human immune system wherein the nanorobots
are configured as antibodies.
Group XVIII, claims 39-41 , drawn to a system for organizing a nano-scale semiconductor including logic arrays containing a multiply-
accumulate-convert component.
Group XIX, claim 42, drawn to a system for organizing multiple FPGAs in accordance with environmental changes.
Group XX, claim 43, drawn to a system for optimizing a nanoscale semiconductor wherein the semiconductor activates an actuator in a
nanorobot.
Group XXI, claims 44, 45, drawn to systems for anticipatory immunocomputing wherein data from an anticipatory model is forwarded to
a collective nanorobots.
Group XXII, claim 46, drawn to a system for managing a distributed computer network using three dimensional cellular automata.
Group XXIII, claims 47-49, drawn to a system for managing nanorobots wherein the nanorobots are configured into specific assemblies
of artificial proteins custom configured based on backward engineering of protein structure.

Form PCT/ISA/210 (extra sheet) (April 20O5)
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The inventions listed as Groups I-VIII do not relate to a single general inventive concept under PCT Rule 13 1 because, under PCT Rule
13 2 , they lack the same or corresponding special technical features for the following reasons
The special technical feature of the Group I invention nanofilaments provided as communication antennae or for communication as
claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups M-XXIlI
The special technical feature of the Group Il invention NEMS sensors structured in arrays as claimed therein is not present in the
invention of Groups I, III-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group III invention stamping nanorobot devices onto a frame as claimed therein is not present in

the invention of Groups I1 II, IV-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group IV Invention a nano-scale inflatable balloon or sail structure as claimed therein is not present
in the invention of Groups I, II, III or V-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group V invention a plurality of Interconnected system layers including layers for evolutionary
computation and artificial neural networks as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups MV, VI-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group Vl invention managing a nanorobotic sensor network wherein all nanorobots are configured
to track each other and share sensor data as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-V, VII-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group VII invention a plurality of intelligent mobile software agents comprising software means
using hybrid genetic algorithms to co-evolve with the nanorobot environment as claimed therein Is not present in the invention of Groups
I-VI, VIII- XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group VIII invention a system for using collective nanorobots to identify and apply a chemical to
mutated genes as claimed therein is not present In the invention of Groups I-VII, IX-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group IX invention managing collective nanorobots to target MBD proteins as claimed therein Is not
present in the invention of Groups I-VIII, X-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group X invention a system for managing collective nanorobots to scavenge free radicals and ROIs
in targeted cells, deliver cerium and nanceπa particles to cells, and limit the aging of cells as claimed therein is not present in the
invention of Groups MX, XI-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group Xl Invention a system for managing collective nanorobots wherein the nanorobots map
cellular differentiation and compare the results of a specific mapping sequence with general human anatomy and physiology as claimed
therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-X, XII-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XII invention a system wherein the nanorobots self-organize to emulate a human pancreas
as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XI, XIII-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XIII invention network behavior is coordinated using traveling salesman optimization
algorithms as claimed therein is not present in the Invention of Groups I-XII, XIV-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XIV invention wherein collective nanobiodynotics is used to promote concealment and a
system of intelligent ubiquitous munitions is deployed by engaging the nanorobots as claimed therein is not present in the invention of
Groups I-XIII, XV-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XV invention wherein the nanorobots re-aggregate or re-organize their structure based on
environmental information as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XIV, XVI-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XVI invention a system for organizing a photovoltaic cell using multiple layers as claimed
therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XV, XVII-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XVII invention a system for managing collective nanorobots in a human immune system
wherein the nanorobots are configured as antibodies as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XVI, XVMI-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XVIII invention a nano-scale semiconductor including logic arrays containing a multiply-
accumulatθ-convert component as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XVII, XIX-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XIX invention organizing multiple FPGAs in accordance with environmental changes as
claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XVIII, XX-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XX invention optimizing a nanoscale semiconductor wherein the semiconductor activates an
actuator in a nanorobot as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XIX, XXI-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XXI invention anticipatory immunocomputing wherein data from an anticipatory model is
forwarded to a collective nanorobots as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XX, XXII-XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XXII invention managing a distributed computer network using three dimensional cellular
automata as claimed therein is not present in the invention of Groups I-XXI, XXIII
The special technical feature of the Group XXIII invention wherein the nanorobots are configured into specific assemblies of artificial
proteins custom configured based on backward engineering of protein structure as claimed therein Is not present in the invention of
Groups I-XXII

While most of the above groups share the concept of nanorobotics in common, this is not a novel linking special technical feature and
has been discussed in Martel et al "Large-Scale Nanorobotic Factory Automation Based on the NanoWalker Technology" and Freitas,
Jr "Current Status of Nanomedicine and Medical Nanorobotics" In addition, the concepts of nanorobots related to the presented claims
have also been extensively discussed in varying degrees of enablement by Eric Drexler in the book Nanosystems

Since none of the special technical features of the Group I-XX MI inventions are found in more than one of the inventions, unity of
invention is lacking
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